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“When you are walking alone, listen to the sermon  
preached to you by the flowers, the trees, the shrubs, the sky,  

the sun, and the whole world.” 
(St. Paul of the Cross) 

 




Gathering Music           Andrew Poaps, Music Director                                         
 

Welcome                                                                    Rev. Heather Weaver-Orosz 
Good morning, and a very heartfelt welcome to worship this morning!  It is 

so good to be back with you after a vacation that refreshed me, in body, mind, and 
spirit. 

As you may have heard or noticed, this is the first Sunday of our return to in-
person worship since November of last year.  That is a long, long time apart, and 
there will inevitably be a period of adjustment.  This is not the first time we’ve 
offered hybrid worship, with folks here and folks at home, live-streaming or 
catching us on YouTube; and this will be the way we continue ad infinitum, 
perhaps, but there’s still something that feels new about that.  For now and the 
long haul, may we all be patient, kind, and generous in grace and gratitude – with 
others, and with ourselves.  Just as I said in October of last year, when we made 
our first return to in-person worship, after so many months apart, we are very 
grateful for this community’s collective patience, and for moving within the many 
limitations we must uphold in this ongoing time.   

 One of those necessary limitations is that, in addition to remaining masked at 
all times while you are in the building, we still required to ask that you let our 
music leaders do the singing.  I will be following the same guidelines, with the 
exception of unmasking when I am standing here to lead.   

You are welcome to use a hymnal or Bible, and of course the screens, as you 
follow along in the service.   
 Praying aloud is both permitted and encouraged.  
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Please remember to complete the Attendance slip you should have found at 
your seat, for you or your family - and then leave it in the basket as you exit the 
sanctuary.  The slips will be kept securely in the office for any contact tracing, 
which we hope never to use.   
 I know this recitation will seem very cumbersome, even unnecessary and 
annoying to some, but I’m willing and prepared to do whatever it takes to keep you 
safe.  You mean too much to me to do anything less.   
 You mean too much to me for me to do anything less than celebrate this 
time of beginning again.  This season, this day, this moment, God pours out 
opportunity to live in mercy and grace-filled love.  Let us seize that gift, and lift up 
that truth, again and again.   

 
Let us prepare our hearts and our minds for worship… 
  
Lighting the Christ Candle            
 
Call to Worship  “Blessing the Threshold” by Jan L. Richardson 
 
This blessing has been waiting for you for a long time.  
While you have been making your way here  
this blessing has been gathering itself  
making ready  
biding its time praying.  
This blessing has been polishing the door  
oiling the hinges  
sweeping the steps  
lighting candles in the windows.  
This blessing has been setting the table  
as it hums a tune from an old song it knows,  
something about a spiraling road and bread and grace.  
All this time it has kept an eye on the horizon,  
watching, keeping vigil, hardly aware  
of how it was leaning itself in your direction.  

And now that you are here  
this blessing can hardly believe its good fortune  
that you have finally arrived,  
that it can drop everything at last  
to fling its arms wide to you, crying  
welcome  
welcome  
welcome. 
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Opening Hymn  “Come In, Come In and Sit Down” (Voices United 395)  

 
Acknowledgement of Traditional Territory                    Rosemary Addison 
Opening Prayer  (from Proverbs 1: 20-33) 
 
O God, from time before our memory or understanding, 
and yet mere moments in the expanse of your Love, 
your people, our ancestors, have worked to hear your Wisdom. 
Calling out in the street, in the city square,  
raising your patient voice, inviting us to break out of our trances, 

our conceits, our patterns of turning away. 
Your Son Jesus, your Beloved, who calls us beloved, 
reaches out to us with the same impassioned plea: 
stretching out his hands of beginning again; 
catching us in our stumbling ways. 
Merciful God, in all that we carry here this day –  
in our heads, our hearts, our stories, 
may we seek your counsel, receive your wisdom, 
trust in The Way you have laid out for our thriving.   
May we bless your name with thanksgiving and wonder, 
and delight in the courage you place within our very being. 
  
All this we pray in the name of the One who taught us to pray, 
as children seeking shelter in the arms of a loving parent, 
praying together: 

(Voices United 914, bottom right) 
Our Father, who art in heaven, hallowed be thy name. 
Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven. 
Give us this day our daily bread; and forgive us our trespasses, 
as we forgive those who trespass against us; 
and lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil. 
For thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory,  

for ever and ever.  Amen. 
 
Growing Together Blessing of the Backpacks & Laptops 

I hope I don’t have to tell you that this is always one of my favourite parts of 
our worship time together.  I love being able to focus on my youngest friends in 
the church family, and I love the ways that you teach me with all of your wonderful 
ways.  I’m pretty excited that some of you are in this very building with me today, 
and while you’re upstairs with Brynna and I’m down here, this still feels rather 
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wonderful to be under the same roof, and to know that as time goes on, we’ll 
spend more and more time together, all together. 

On paper, or on screen, this is the segment of the service we call ‘Growing 
Together’.  Once upon a time, we might only have called it ‘Children’s Time’, but 
then we started to realize that the learning that happens here isn’t just for children.  
In fact, some would say that some adults look forward to this growing together 
much more than the sermon.  At the end of the day, I think some adults would find 
it much easier to remember what happens in this time than what the preacher said 
for the rest of the time… but that’s a whole other something for me to work 
through.  ;) 

For today, our growing together really is a whole family event.  This is 

usually the Sunday that we have our Blessing of the Backpacks, to send you back 
to your new school year with all of God’s love, and all of our prayers for your 
learning and growing.  God’s love and our prayers haven’t changed at all this year, 
but so much of back to school is different again, that we’re changing things up a 
little bit again.  Some of you have returned to school in person; some of you may 
be learning from your laptops and mobile devices at home.  However you are 
growing with school work this year, we want to pray for all that you carry in your 
hearts and minds.  This is a prayer for all the ways you journey through your 
learning this year – and while you listen and pray, imagining your backpack or your 
laptop in your arms, like a hug, may you know God’s love all around you, always.  
This prayer goes like this: 
 
Wonderful God, we thank you that you are with us, in every new day. 
We thank you that you are with us, in this new school year. 
In every way that we join our friends and our teachers, to learn and to grow, 
may we remember and trust that your love is all around us. 
Help us to carry our learning with care.   
Help us to give thanks for all that we have,  
and all who care for us, at school and at home. 
When we feel afraid, help us to remember we are not alone.   
When we feel worried or confused, help us to be patient. 
Help us to trust ourselves,  

and all the people you give us in our lives.   
Bless our backpacks, our technology, our choices, and our words.   
Bless every one who fills us up with faithful new ideas to care for your world. 
Bless everything that goes into our minds and our hearts,  
that we would learn to be more like Jesus, our greatest teacher.   
Amen. 
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Just as importantly today, we also want to offer a prayer to continue to bless the 
masks that we use each day.  Whatever yours look like, may you know that God 
needs you to shine through it all.  
Here’s a prayer written by our United Church Moderator, Richard Bott, and it’s 
called ‘A prayer as I put on my mask’.   
 
‘A prayer as I put on my mask’ 
By The Rt. Rev. Dr. Richard Bott, Moderator of The United Church of Canada 
Creator, 
as I prepare to go into the world, 
help me to see the sacrament in the wearing of this cloth - 

let it be "an outward sign of an inward grace" - 
a tangible and visible way of living love for my neighbours, as I love myself. 
Christ, 
since my lips will be covered, uncover my heart, 
that people would see my smile in the crinkles around my eyes. 
Since my voice may be muffled, help me to speak clearly, 
not only with my words, but with my actions. 
Holy Spirit, 
as the elastic touches my ears, remind me to listen carefully - 
and full of care - to all those I meet. 
May this simple piece of cloth be shield and banner, 
and each breath that it holds, be filled with your love. 
In your Name and in that love, I pray. 
May it be so. 
May it be so. 
Amen.  
 
Video  “Dear God (A Prayer for the School Year)”  
   by Freebridge Media 
 
Scripture  2 Corinthians 4:13 – 5:1 (The Inclusive Bible) 

Somewhere in his lifetime, between the years 1694 and 1775, and perhaps 

somewhere close to his home in Italy, the Christian mystic and saint known as St. 
Paul of the Cross is said to have called our attention to the power of the natural 
world in preaching a powerful sermon.  “When you are walking alone, listen to the 
sermon preached to you by the flowers, the trees, the shrubs, the sky, the sun, 
and the whole world.”  There is some irony in his utterance, for he was also 
renowned for his preaching, and quite popular in his day.  Even so, St. Paul of the 
Cross believed in the power and the promise of God’s speaking to us, in the natural 
world with which we are blessed to live in harmony… at least harmony is the 
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intention.  Some days, especially in these days of human history, harmony and 
respect with Creation may seem a long way off, but the text that we are about to 
here, from 2 Corinthians, reminds us that there is a long haul of human history, 
with extraordinary gifts of mercy, and chances to right wrongs, to begin again.   
 Let us hear that text now, and rest in the invitation described for us by 
another St. Paul. 
 This is 2 Corinthians 4:13 – 5:1, and I’m reading from The Inclusive Bible. 
 
13 But as we have the same spirit of faith that is mentioned in scripture – “I 
believed and therefore I spoke” – we too believe and therefore speak, 14 knowing 
that the One who raised Jesus to life will in turn raise us with Jesus, and place you 

with us in God’s presence.  15 You see, all of this is for your benefit, so that the 
grace that is reaching more and more people may cause thanksgiving to overflow, 
to the glory of God. 
16 That is why we don’t lose heart.  And though this physical self of ours may be 
falling into decay, the inner self is renewed day by day.  17 These light and 
momentary troubles train us to carry the weight of an eternal glory which will make 
these troubles insignificant by comparison.  18 And we have no eyes for things that 
are visible, but only for things that are invisible; visible things last only for a time, 
but the invisible are eternal.   
5 For we know that when our earthly tent is folded up, there is waiting for us a 
house built by God, an everlasting home in the heavens, not made by human 
hands. 
 This is the Word of God.  Thanks be to God for it.  Amen. 
 Let us pray… 
O God, we hear your patient, tender, urgent calling on our lives, and we thank you 
for all the ways you speak your love and truth.  Open us to hear, to heed, to teach, 
to pray, in response to all you give to us freely.  This we pray in Jesus’ name.  
Amen. 
 
Message  “Creation Speaks:  That is why we don’t lose heart.” 
 
 I’ve been thinking about the last time I wrote to you, on that Friday before 

my three weeks away.  I wrote to you about the over-ambitious reading list I’d 
created, and the seemingly diverse genres I wanted to tackle.  All of that was true 
to expectations:  it was over-ambitious (I’ve yet to crack the cover of ‘Between 
Kingdoms’); and at times those I did tackle seemed wildly diverse.  I also couldn’t 
help myself from adding Louise Penny’s late August release to my list of reads, but 
I’ve all but saved that one for my commutes through an audio book. 
 By way of refresher, the two primary books I placed before me were/are 
David Wallace-Wells’s ‘The Uninhabitable Earth: Life After Warming’, and Wayne 
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Muller’s ‘Sabbath:  Finding Rest, Renewal, and Delight in Our Busy Lives’.  The 
latter was a repeat, a regular on my shelves for quite a few years.  The former was 
brand new to me, and is still rather new to the world.  One is challenging but 
soothing and affirming.  The other is to be taken in small doses, like very hard 
medicine to swallow.  You can guess easily which is which.  You can also be 
assured that I deem both essential for humanity’s survival.  I don’t imagine either 
author wrote with the intention of being prophetic, but I cannot hear their voices 
without hearing God’s plaintive cry to us all.  Whether it’s about the work of saving 
ourselves from ourselves and our endless obsession with frenetic accomplishment; 
or saving ourselves from ourselves and our presently endless destruction of God’s 
precious Creation, there is wisdom to be heeded.   

 Heeding is too often interchanged with hearing.  They aren’t just spelled 
differently, they are enacted very differently.  To heed is to pay careful attention.  
Its Old English, Dutch and Germanic origins may account for its falling away in 
usage since the early 1800s, but it is on a noticeable rise.  That is a good thing.  
The origins of heeding are about minding, tending, watching, protecting.  In 
today’s parlance, it is usually used in the context of heeding wisdom; of realizing 
there is more for us to know and do, if we wish to be wiser ourselves.  It 
represents and models an act of humility, in recognizing we do not know 
everything; that there is room for improvement, for us all; that every opinion has 
the possibility of correction, and we will only grow in accepting and naming those 
moments, all along the way. 
 Alongside my quest to heed the wise calls of Wallace-Wells and Muller, I’ve 
been reading regularly the posts of Tara Owens.  She is Executive Director of Anam 
Cara Ministries:  a predominantly although not entirely online community of 
Christians, based in Colorado Springs and dedicated to the Jesus-inspired, Celtic 
defined practice of soul friendship.  They believe and preach powerfully of Jesus’ 
teaching to slow down, to experience life intentionally and without haste; of 
spiritual practices that reconnect us with our loving Creator God.  Tara writes and 
posts often, with what she self-describes as a “ramble-y and real” style – and you 
know that resonates with me.   
 Just a few days before starting my intentional rest from work, Tara offered 
some reflective wonderings and question, for any and all to pray, talk, and wrestle 

with together.  It was centred on the “subtle and not so subtle” turning of the 
seasons, as we begin to feel it especially so in this part of the world right now.  She 
spoke of the changing seasons as a sacred time of threshold; of preparing to cross 
from one space to another, and in taking time to pause, to acknowledge the 
crossing without racing through it; to stop and listen, and then to heed what is 
offered.  It is an act of humility, and freedom, where God’s Love is given time and 
space to work its way deeper into our being; holding us, accepting us, and inviting 
us to something new, all over again.   
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  Thresholds come at all sorts of points and expressions.  As the space 
between what-has-been and what-will-be, it could be at the start of a new calendar 
year, or a birthday or anniversary; perhaps it orients around a school year, or 
moments in our sacred calendar, like Advent or Rosh Hashanah, for our Jewish 
siblings.  Thresholds are a time of awareness:  of drawing a line between before 
and after; of taking stock and interacting with the moment of what is behind and 
what can still be.  It is a time of new beginning that engages with the past, 
knowing that one does not need to dictate the other, but we can only proceed 
when we’ve come to terms to how and where we’ve arrived.  Tara Owens quotes 
the work of Esther de Waal and her work on pausing at the thresholds of life:  on 
the sacred work of relinquishing.  There’s a whole other word study in itself, and a 

sacred act in dire need at this present moment in humanity.   
 For now, I invite you to hold all of these words in the greater frame of God’s 
ancient but fresh Word to us, again this day, offered today in the text of the 2nd 
letter to the Christians at Corinth.  They were a people longing to find their way, in 
a new way of being, still surrounded by endless complications of living in 
community, and now trying to be a community that follows The Way of Jesus.  
Without explicitly naming a threshold, the text is an invitation for us to pause and 
see ourselves exactly there.  It is an invitation for us to pause and see ourselves 
and the world, once more, through the eyes of Jesus, and through the Holy One 
who came to us in his life and love, his death and renewed life.  It is an invitation 
to take stock of where we are, at this moment, with all of our troubles, our 
frustrations, our longing for so much to be different and more aligned with our 
personal comfort, less challenging of our fears.  It is an invitation to relinquish 
whatever it is that holds us in a place of unwavering certitude; to see ourselves in 
the grander movement of God’s Creation, calling to us from the ever-shifting 
seasons, who carry on without fear of change.  Creation calls, in the endless cycle 
of life to death and life again.  Creation calls, like the morning call of birds in 
spring, affirming their return, their coming through the night, to begin nesting once 
more.  Creation calls, and that is why we don’t lose heart, for there we can hear 
and heed the wisdom to see the larger work of which we are but one part.  
Creation calls us to reimagine and reestablish who we are, all together, for the 
greater good, in an arc of time that includes us but is still massively, beautifully 

beyond us, forever changing what we say, how we act, where we understand 
ourselves to be, in God’s unconditional love and unwavering call to our neighbours, 
near and far.   
 Like the strong gusts of early fall, that lift and toss without our consent, may 
our spirits, too, be raised from the places that have held us captive.  From all of the 
anger that cannot be directed, fear that won’t be named, and hurt that won’t 
release, landing instead with impatience and judgment, with and for those quite 
unsuspectingly in our emotional path, may God’s voice of mercy lift us out of 
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ourselves, back into feeling, heeding, and generously, humbly sharing the power of 
holy love, sweeping us all free, back to beginning again.    
 To God alone be the glory!  Amen. 
 
Silent Prayer & Personal Reflection 
 
Hymn  “Like a Healing Stream” (More Voices 144) 
 
The Life & Work of Our Church Community 
 
Online Coffee & Conversation – This link remains open on Zoom, every Sunday 

morning, following the service.  With the return to in-person worship September 

12, Rev. Heather will not be attending the Zoom gathering each week, but the 

meeting is set for anyone to start and/or join.  No waiting room, no worries.  Let 

the connections continue! 

Getting the Word Out:  With the generous support of staff and volunteers, since 

March 2020, full text copies of the Sunday service have been delivered to our 

church family unable to access worship or text online, and/or prefer to access it in 

larger print.  These links are vital and so appreciated.  Beginning September 12, 

deliveries are shifting to a wider team, relying on your care and attention.  Each 

Sunday morning, labelled and addressed envelopes will be left outside the 

sanctuary for in-person worshippers to gather and deliver early that week – to 

neighbours, friends, family, Caring Friends.  Undelivered copies will be mailed on 

Monday morning.  Thank you for your help and support!  P.S. If you can’t be here 

on a Sunday, but know you can deliver, please call or email the office, and we’ll set 

one/some aside in a pickup box.  There’s always a way… 

 
Anthem  “Here I Am, Lord” (Daniel L. Schutte; arr. Jack Schrader) 

Andrew Poaps, Jane Pritchard, Norma Weller 
 
Offering   
Invitation 
As we prepare to give thanks for the generous offering that allows us to serve this 
community and far beyond, just a note to those gathered here in the sanctuary 
that we will not be collecting offering, but Offering plates are in the sanctuary 
entrance.  We are very grateful for your ongoing support, whether that’s in an 
envelope or through the beautiful magic of electronic giving.  In all ways, your 
generosity offers freedom and new beginnings, to countless lives.   
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Let us lift our thanksgiving in song: 
 
Song of Thanksgiving    “Praise God from Whom All Blessings Flow” (VU 541) 

Praise God from whom all blessings flow; 
praise God, all creatures high and low; 
give thanks to God in love made known: 
Creator, Word and Spirit, One. 

  
Prayer 
You are generous, God, never holding back your glory,  
never scrimping on light, saying “that’s enough for one day”; 

never cutting short on your feast of delicate blessings and small wonders. 
You are generous, God.  
You never keep track of sunset’s prodigal scarlet  
or dawn’s promise that everything is possible with you.  
You are generous, God, as we wonder what to ask, what to pray,  
what to give into this immense goodness and unfathomable grace. 
Bless these gifts we bring. Amen.  
 
Prayers for Ourselves & Others 
 
As we move into this time of praying for ourselves and others, I’m pleased to offer 
you an update and a request for ongoing prayers for the Walsh and Pollard 
families, as they surround their youngest son and grandson Weston.  Just days 
after his 1st birthday, Weston underwent his second cranial vault remodel surgery… 
which is as significant as it sounds.  Mum Vanessa said it went as planned and the 
hope is for Weston’s skull sutures to remain open for 1-3 years to allow his brain to 
grow without restriction.  They are home again and Weston is showing his 
incredible strength and resilience, as are all of his family and incredible supports.  
It’s been a long and difficult year for so many, but especially this family, and we 
just want to continue to surround them in love and support. 
 
Also to be surrounded with love and support are Don and Bev Robinson, following 

some unexpected moments these last few weeks.  Following a mini-stroke in late 
August, Don has had a pacemaker installed and is home, doing well, and showing 
all of his strength and resilience, too.   
 
You may also have seen an email from me yesterday, with the news and obituary 
of Carol Austin, who died at Albright Manor this past Wednesday.  We will honour 
Carol’s life and support her daughter Lynn and family at a visitation here, this 
Friday the 17th starting at 11am, followed by a 12pm graveside service and burial.   
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Last but not least, please keep your prayer lists active with the needs of the people 
of Haiti, of Afghanistan, of nations around the world struggling to know vaccine 
equity and supply, and for all who suffer immeasurably, far beyond the chosen 
headlines each day.   
 
With so much to pray for, including our friends and families and our own needs, for 
healing, strength, and patience, it is hard to know where to begin. For today, I 
have chosen to focus on the time of year we’re in – not so much in this Season of 
Creation, but speaking to the season of new beginnings, particularly for all in 
school, at every level.  This prayer was offered earlier this week by Church Anew, 

through an American Lutheran Seminary, and it came with this Editor’s Note:   
 
“Editor’s Note: Going back to school is always accompanied by a swirl of 
emotions. This is especially true in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Dr. Stephanie Crowder offers this Spirit -inspired prayer to bless the fall 
season and the return to school.” 
Let us pray: 
Holy One, who created us and made us, we are grateful for the privilege 
of education. Yet, we are anxious, nervous, irritated, and fretful. We 
were scared then. We are still scared now. You can handle all of this 
honesty. 
Blow winds of protection over students, teachers, professors, assistants, 
and administrators who are trying to find definition in uncertainty. Blow 
winds of care-filled instruction and discernment throughout every 
classroom, counselor’s office, corridor,  and cafeteria. 
Breathe winds of covering over bus drivers, crossing guards, cafeteria 
workers, guidance counselors, coaches, and nurses charged with caring 
for our loved ones as they seek to care for themselves.  
Blow winds of safety as instruction is offered through masks, plexiglass, 
and cloth constructions. Let there be mercy in the masks, peace in the 
plexiglass, calm in cloth constructions. 
Breathe winds of abundance of sanitizer, Lysol, bleach-laden wipes, and 

all personal protective equipment. 
Blow winds of peace and provision in homes and shelters that will 
continue to serve as classrooms, cafeterias, pods, and before and after 
school programs. 
Be the Master Teacher and guide Mom/Momma/Mama/Mommy, 
Dad/Daddy/Poppy, Grandparents, Guardians, and all who will remain as 
teacher, tutor, IT tech, principal, guidance counselor, coach, librarian, 
and resource person in their homes.  
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Bind wifi, cable, and internet access capacity.  

Boost finances and be our fiscal boon. 

Be near us even as we must be physically distant from one another.   Let 
Your omnipresence bind us to one another.  

Be the Immunologist, Epidemiologist, Virologist that the immunologists, 

epidemiologists, and virologists need.   

Be the healing source in the vaccines. Be our love fo r the vaccinated and 
unvaccinated. 

Bring to our remembrance loved ones lost during this coronavirus 
pandemic. 

Be Thou our vision, our voice, our victory as we traverse the vicissitudes 
of a changed learning and working COVID-19 environment. As we return 
to in-person communion, teach us to personify Your Grace and Goodness.  

Amen 
 
Closing Hymn “For the Healing of the Nations” (Voices United 678) 
 
Blessing & Sending Forth 
Creation calls, carrying on the fresh breezes, refreshing in the falling rain, 
singing in the migratory heralds of changing time. 
Creation speaks God’s wisdom, God’s care, God’s unfailing love, 
and draws us out into the world, to speak and share the same. 
Let us go now, to begin again, with the power and promise we know 
as followers of Jesus; 
held always in the blessing of God, as then, and now, and forever.  Amen. 
 
Sung Blessing   

  
Postlude                    





Used with permission & gratitude: 
 
Offering Prayer – by Wendy MacLean, Christ UC, Lyn ON; in Gathering, Pentecost 2 
2020 (UCPH), p. 47. 


